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PRAVAS

1st July 2017                                                                                 (8.30 AM to 1.30 AM)

8:30 Leaves for airport from Delhi residence
9:00 Leaves for Goa by flight
11:45 Grand welcome at Goa airport by Chief Minister, 

State President and senior party officials; Short 
address to a large gathering of party workers who 
hed gathered to welcome their national president

12:00 Leaves for state guest house, Panaji from airport
1:00 Reaches Guest House and in a meeting with the 

core group, Shri Amit Shah discussed about 
ways to spread the party across Goa and among 
different social groups

2:00 Discussion with senior cabinet members of Goa 
and representatives of allies in government 
over lunch

3:00 Discussion with MPs and MLAs on organizational 
issues

4:30 Meets BJP leaders who won local municipal 
elections; during the meeting Shri Shah inspires 
them to help in party expansion and fixes their 
role in it.

6:00 Interaction  with eminent persons at Hotel Taj 
Vivanta after his short address, answers their 
question in detail and dispels doubts and 
confusions

8:00 Dinner meeting Hotel Feedlago
8:30 Discussion with state office bearers, MLAs and 

with the heads of frontal wings of the party
11:00 Reaches state guest house and holds personal 

discussion with senior office bearers of the party
1:30 Night halt
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PRAVAS

2nd July 2017                                                                                 (8.15 AM to 9.05 PM)

8:15 Breakfast with Chief Minister and other senior 
office bearers of the party

9:20 Interacts with the representatives of Sangh 
Parivar on various issues at Sangh Office

10:00 Reaches BJP office, Margaon
11:15 Presentation by IT and Media Cell; determines the 

goals of the Media Cell and draws a road map for 
their planning regarding expansion of BJP

12:20 Meeting with head of departments and Projects, 
Shri Shah determined their goals and established 
a system for their monitoring and highlighted 
their roles and responsibilities

1:20 Informal discussion with senior editors over 
lunch; During discussion Shri Shah lucidly 
answers all difficult questions and strongly 
advocates on behalf of government and party

3:00 Leaves for Dump Factory, Margaon
3:20 Minutely observes Solid waste treatment plant at 

Margaon and interact   s with its workers
3:50 Leaves for Margaon
4:1 Inauguration of South Goa BJP Office at Margaon 

and addresses enthusiastic party workers there  
5:25 Reaches Dabolin Airport
6:20 Leaves for Delhi
9:05 Reaches Delhi
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ACHIEVEMENTS

AIO: Eqnl O`mbg`x`s sn O`qkh`ldms 
state unit to focus 
their energies on 
winning both the LS 
seats from the state 
in the 2019 LS poll 
and 30 seats in the 
2022 assembly 
elections. The effort 
should be to win the 
confidence of every 
section of the 
electorate.

� Though the BJP 
secured just 13 seats 
in the recent 
assembly poll, it 
managed to form the 
government with 
the help of seven 
Christian MLAs. It 
was thus necessary, 
he said, to 
strengthen its bond 
with the Christian 

The ongoing nationwide tour undertaken
by the BJP’s national president, Shri

Amit Shah, has been getting a good 
organisational feedback. This was evident
from his recent tour of Goa. The trip was
consequential in more ways than one:

� Assembly poll results in Goa have for several decades 
been systematically fragmented. This is largely due to 
the disproportionate personal influence of a few local 
leaders. No government has thus been able to work with 
complete independence. This has necessarily taken a toll 
on the state’s development. Shri Shah’s effort during his 
tour was thus to delink the state from the personal orbit 
of a few local leaders and help the electorate clamber on 
to the national chariot of development set in motion by 
the Modi regime. The slogan of “One vote for BJP, one 
for Goa and India” was thus specifically coined by him 
to persuade them to work to foucus on  the party with a 
national footprint. Shri Shah’s approach is expected to 
give politics in Goa a new direction, and strengthen 
the BJP.

� Analysing the results of the last assembly poll along with 
the prevailing ground realities, Shri Shah directed the 

community to keep the party’s influence intact. 
� Shri Shah drew up a plan in consultation with the chief 

minister to conduct a contact campaign under which 
every nook and corner of the state would be traversed 
by local leaders to build the party’s base.

� The BJP president encouraged the 600 plus party 
workers elected in the recent panchayat elections 
to attend party programmes to develop a sense of 
belonging.

� Shri Shah directed the party’s state leadership to 
identify as many full time workers as possible to work 
for the Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Expansion Project and 
fortify the party’s presence at the booth level.

� Reiterating the BJP’s resolve to make Goa a model state, 
Shri Shah referred to the Rs 35,000 crore Central 
budgetary allocation made to the state by the Modi 
regime - a fivefold rise from previous years. This will 
help in creating thousands of jobs, especially in the 
tourism sector and the new airport project.

� Shri Shah’s joint address to government officials and the 
party’s office bearers is expected to improve 
coordination between party and government.

� Shri Shah’s interaction with local intellectuals helped to 
clarify the party’s stand on a whole host of issues, 
global, state, and national, thereby improving the 
party’s standing among the elite.
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SPECIAL

Apolitical party has to work in the political field by knowing and closely following the aspirations, the hopes and
expectations of the people. It must have a clear understanding of their welfare. The BJP is a party that aspires to

work through politics for ‘Lok-Kalyan’ – peoples’ welfare. Therefore, it is our responsibility to keep fully abreast of
issues linked to people’s expectations and to their welfare. Keeping this in view, the party has set up the Policy Research
Department. This department has the mandate to carry out policy research, collate authentic information on various
policies that are useful and can be implemented for peoples’ welfare.  The following are the duties and responsibilities
of the Policy Research Department: 

� The principal duty of this department is to undertake 
research and to prepare documents and policy notes 
on welfare and people centric policies for the various 
BJP ruled states. 

� Another responsibility of the Policy Research 
Department is to undertake, in a regular manner, a 
comparative study/analysis of the schemes and 
programmes of the state governments and the central 
government, to examine their similarities and 
dissimilarities, and to prepare reports on these 
aspects. 

� One of the responsibilities of the Policy Research 
Department is to select specific subjects based on the 
party’s ideology and principles and based on them 
prepare policy papers. The selection of these subjects 
and their necessity and utility also comes under the 
purview of this department. 

� An important responsibility of this department is to 
undertake research and surveys before elections in 
the states and at the Centre, to ascertain the mindset 
and mood of the people and the electorate. It has to do 
this by interacting with workers, by conducting 
empirical research on issues and political 
developments in states that are bound for elections 
and to make available content and matter that may be 
used for manifesto or vision document. 

� The department has to always be aware of the fact that 
the party’s election manifesto has to be distinctly 
different from the others. For this it is necessary that 
the department undertakes research and a 
comparative study of the manifestoes of other political 
parties. Following this it has to make serious attempt 
to prepare creative content and policy inputs for  
election documents. 

Policy Research Department

Shri Amit Shah’s Thoughts on the Policy Research Departments
Enq sgd AIO onvdq hr mns ̀ m dmc ats q`sgdq ̀  ld`mr snv`qcr aqhmfhmf

`ants rnbhds`k sq`mrenql`shnm, sgdqdenqd, hs hr ntq ctsx sn dmrtqd sg`s
ntq o`qsx qtmr fnudqmldmsr hmrohqdc ax ntq hcdnknfx `mc oqhmbhokdr.
Hm nqcdq sn dmrtqd sghr vd g`ud sn bnmshmtntrkx oqnctbd qdrd`qbg
a`rdc onkhbx o`odqr. @o`qs eqnl sghr hs hr `krn ntq qdronmrhahkhsx sn
cnbtldms sgd fnnc oq`bshbdr hm fnudqm`mbd ne ntq rs`sd `mc bdmsq`k
fnudqmldmsr `mc l`jd sgdl `u`hk`akd sn onkhbx l`jdqr. 

�
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THOUGHTS

The coming to power of the BJP in any state
does not merely mark a change in regime but

the entire system of governance. Goa is a 
perfect example of it.

�����

The Modi government has provided all the 
necessary resources to expedite the completion

of all infrastructural projects, be it road 
construction, shipping or any other.

�����

The formation of the Manohar Parikkar 
government was in keeping with the wishes of

the people. But with it was also formed a 
government in which corruption has been
thrown into the sea lock, stock and barrel. 

�����

The party’s journey from the Jana Sangh to the
BJP could not have been possible without the

dedication and conviction of its workers. Once
someone joins the organisation he/she becomes

part of one large family.
�����

Work on acquiring a party office in each 
district should be completed by December 2018.

The party office plays a key role in fulfilling
the party’s electoral agenda.

�����

The Manohar Parikkar regime in the state is a
transparent, corruption free government

which is working in the interests of the 
common man.

Goa under the
leadership of Manohar
Parikkar is moving fast
towards becoming a
model state which 
will set new standards
in the country’s 
development.

“

”
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